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OUR PRACTICE AREAS

CASE STUDIES
Litigation Support

the deal was finalized, and to help avoid future issues

Our client, a medical device manufacturer, and its CEO

Competitive & Regulatory Intelligence

were indicted in federal court over allegations that their
sales reps promoted “off-label” use of its FDA-approved

Internal Investigations

Litigation and Crisis Communications

Competitive & Regulatory Intelligence

were exonerated when the jury acquitted on all counts.

A company in the medical field retained The Lenzner

The client’s counsel credited IGI for contributing to their
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success at trial by informing their strategic decision-

Food and Drug Administration (“FDA”) to getting

making and their cross-examination of witnesses.

approval for its primary product. Our team of attorneys

Our investigators and researchers developed in-depth
background profiles of more than 20 government
uncovered information that impeached the credibility
of certain witnesses or otherwise undermined their
suitability as witnesses, such as undisclosed convictions,
misrepresentations and omissions on resumes,
controversial social media postings, and false and

Due Diligence

Executive Background Investigations

Political Research & Vetting

how certain FDA personnel were improperly hindering
our client’s pending application. The results of our
investigation helped the client’s application receive a
favorable decision by the FDA.

Internal Investigations
A prominent international organization retained our
attorneys and investigators to conduct an internal

Vetting and Executive Background
Investigations
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A private equity firm that was making a number of
new investments engaged The Lenzner Firm and IGI
team for due diligence, including to scrutinize potential
portfolio companies and executives before acquisition.

Financial Integrity & Compliance Services

and investigators uncovered information illustrating

incriminating statements made in other proceedings.

Due Diligence
Counsel & Response to Online Risks & Defamation

their human capital.

treatment kit. After trial, the company and its CEO
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Litigation Support

in their ongoing relationships with the companies and

We helped the client by vetting multiple executives of

comprehensive report and presentation of our findings
and recommendations to the client’s board, which
included a factual narrative detailing how certain
individuals misappropriated and leaked proprietary
documents to the media.
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Anti-Corruption Due Diligence & Investigations
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